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Abstract

Worldwide, the potential of smallholder forestry to meet policymakers’ economic and environmental objectives is gaining

increased recognition. In Southwest China, a significant portion of forests are owned and managed by smallholder, village

collectives. Decisions made now will determine whether the potential of collective forestry in Southwest China can be realized,

or whether smallholder forests are ultimately consolidated into larger holdings. This analysis traces the history of collective

forest management in four villages in northwest Yunnan, highlighting four issues fundamental to unlocking the potential of

collective forestry: policy support, forestry approach, village institutions, and multi-scale governance. Policy reforms are

necessary but not sufficient as a means to bring improvements in these four areas. Investments in human and social capital–

linked to the process of building more formal institutions–are essential beside longer-term institutional change.
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More than 25 years since the advent of market-

oriented reforms, decision-makers in China continue

to face two primary forest policy challenges (SFA,

2002). The first, raising forest production, is necessi-

tated by an enormous discrepancy between China’s

supply of and demand for forest products, as well as

by the substantial role that forests must play in the

socio-economic development of the country’s rural

areas (Zhu, 2002). The second, increasing investment

in forest-based environmental services, is a response to

the country’s deteriorating forest ecosystems, particu-
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larly in the ecologically-sensitive upland watersheds of

China’s Southwest (Zhang, 2002). These competing

needs to commercialize and conserve have created an

as yet unresolved incongruity between productive and

environmental forestry. At the heart of this tension are

the country’s collective forests and their predominant

owners—village households and communities.

Since forestry reforms in the early 1980s, more

than half of China’s forests have been collectively,

rather than state, owned (Miao et al., 2004). Owner-

ship and management authority for non-state forest-

lands, unified under communes during China’s

People’s Commune era, were granted to township

and village governments after the dismantling of com-

mune system in 1984. Although forestry reforms were
ics 8 (2006) 375–385
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intended to decentralize management for collectively

owned forestland and barren lands to individual

households, a significant portion of China’s forests

remain collectively managed. In other areas, forest

management that was devolved to individual house-

holds has been returned to some form of collective

management, owing to the prohibitively high opera-

tional costs of managing smaller, non-contiguous

plots (Liu, 2001).

As the efficiency drawbacks to individualized,

fragmented forest management begin to become

more apparent (Schwarzwalder et al., 2001), eco-

nomic and ecological pressures will force Chinese

policymakers to choose among social models for

forestry. Collective forestry has the potential to meet

policymakers’ objectives for forest production, con-

servation, and equitable benefits, and there is a con-

tinued role for collective ownership and management

of forests in China, particularly in the country’s moun-

tainous Southwest. The appropriate question is thus

not whether but how local villages can manage forests

profitably while maintaining landscape-level environ-

mental services. Collective forestry’s success or fail-

ure in Southwest China will ultimately be determined

by the central government’s overarching policy sup-

port to collective forestry; its ability to transition local

forestry bureaus toward a more service-oriented

approach to support smallholder forestry; its contin-

ued commitment to local institutional reforms; and its

capacity to improve governance across vertical scales.

This analysis explores the prominence of these four

themes–policy support, forestry approach, village

institutions, and multi-scale governance–in the history

of collective forestry in four villages in Southwest

China’s Yunnan Province. The intent here is not to

provide a comprehensive survey of collective forestry

in China, or even in Yunnan, but rather to attempt, at a

basic level, to develop a framework for understanding

why some forms of collective forestry have been more

successful, and why others have been less so.

Although more explicit choices about forestry models

will likely be made at a later stage in China’s devel-

opment course, decisions made now will determine

the trajectory for these choices; this trajectory, in turn,

should be guided by the lessons of more than 20 years

of forestry reforms.

Conceptually, this analysis follows in the footsteps

of a nascent turn in development theory that empha-
sizes a disaggregation of the notions of state and of

community and a reorientation toward the de facto

capabilities of and relationships within and between

government agencies and communities that serve to

define actual resource outcomes. This reorientation

shifts contemporary forest policy debates beyond an

over-emphasis on the exclusive logic of formal deci-

sion-making powers to an equivalent focus on human

and social capital–as descriptive and normative con-

cepts–linking them with the longer-term process of

building formal institutions. Without attention to

human and social capital, an understanding of why

certain village-level forest management arrangements

in China are more successful than others is incomplete.

Attempts to improve village-level forest management

by means of traditional remedies alone, such as forest

policy pronouncements or more well-defined property

rights, will continue to meet with mixed success.
1. Methodology

The narrative below is based on previous fieldwork

undertaken by the authors, and on prior research con-

ducted by two non-governmental organizations. Yan-

gliu Township, which encompasses the eponymous

administrative village, is the World Agroforestry Cen-

tre’s (ICRAF’s) primary project site in northwest

Yunnan. The sections on Yangliu are taken from the

authors’, who are ICRAF-affiliated, extensive conver-

sations with villagers and village leaders throughout

2003 in preparation for project work in the area. The

sections on Yuhu and Xinshang villages draw on

fieldwork conducted by the Kunming-based Center

for Community Development Studies (CDS) in 2001

(Zheng, 2002; Su, 2002). The sections on Baicai make

use of fieldwork conducted by the Rural Development

Institute (RDI) and CDS in 2000 (Schwarzwalder et

al., 2001). All prior strands of inquiry were updated

through interviews with village leaders in all four

villages in July 2004.
2. Collective forestry

The term dcollective forestry,T as applied to China,

is a subtly different notion than dcommunity forestryT
as commonly conceived in traditional development
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parlance. Community forestry emphasizes a transfer

of rights and control to communities vis-à-vis govern-

ment agencies (Arnold, 1998). In China, collective

institutions for forestry were established by China’s

Communist Party in the aftermath of the founding of

New China in the 1950s. Increasingly centralized into

large production teams, they were central to ill-fated

attempts at rapid industrialization beginning in 1958

that left China’s forests seriously degraded (Shapiro,

2001). Although production and administrative

arrangements for collective forests have undergone

considerable transformation since the early days of

China’s proletarian revolution, the historical roots of

the term dcollective forestryT have remained essen-

tially unsevered.

dCollective forestryT in China is itself an elusive

concept. Legally it refers to bthe production and man-

agement of forest resources by village/township col-

lective economic organizations or other entities or

individuals who are engaged in cultivation, protection

and utilization of forest resources on rural collective

landQ (Miao et al., 2004). In law and in practice, actual

ownership of collective land is unclear, and this ambi-

guity has translated into tenure insecurity for village

households (Prosterman et al., 1999). Although vil-

lages and townships are the legal beneficiaries of

collectively owned forests, households’ and commu-

nities’ ability to benefit from collective forests has

varied (Liu and Edmunds, 2003). In some cases, this

disconnect can be attributed to regulatory controls at

higher levels of government; in other cases, it is due to

institutional and social problems within villages them-

selves (Table 1).

Collective forest tenure has evolved into three

overarching forms—household managed responsibil-

ity hills and family hills, collectively managed plots,
Table 1

Forest tenure arrangements in China

Tenure type Primary manager Primary decision-

Family hills Household Household

Responsibility hills Household(s) Shared, collective

Modified collective

management

Collective Collective (village

by usually by vot

Shareholding system Collective Collective (village

shareholder repres

Source: Based on Liu and Edmunds (2003).
and shareholding systems. Beneath and between these

three rubrics, a diversity of forms of ownership and

management persist. China’s economic reforms were

not accompanied with nation-wide administrative

reforms until the late 1990s, and institutional responses

to the socio-economic changes brought about by mar-

ket reforms have thus largely consisted of localized

adaptations.
3. An overview of collective forestry in Yunnan

Province

Yunnan Province epitomizes China’s dilemma

between forest production and conservation, and the

prominence of collective forestry within this debate.

The province is one of China’s most ecologically

important regions, harboring the headwaters of six

major rivers, including the Yangtze River. Recent

national forest policy initiatives, particularly in the

wake of severe flooding on the Yangtze in 1998, have

emphasized conservation over production in Yunnan.

Much of the province was included in China’s

Natural Forest Protection Program (NFPP) and its

attendant logging ban. Although state forest enter-

prises were compensated for losses incurred through

the NFPP, villagers managing collective forests were

not (Zuo, 2002a). As of mid-2003, 74% of the area

included in the NFPP in Yunnan comprised collective

forests (Miao et al., 2004). A large part was unable to

harvest their forests, forest-dependent villagers’

incomes have suffered as a consequence, and some

villages have returned to poverty (Zhao et al., 2001;

Su, 2004).

Yunnan has the largest total area of collective

forestland in China, and the province’s forestland
makers Benefits

Belong solely to households

and household Split between collective and contracting

household based on agreed upon ratio

leaders,

e)

Split between collective and village

households based on agreed upon ratio

leaders and

entatives)

Distributed to village households as shares



Table 2

Collective versus state-owned forestland in Yunnan (10,000 ha)

Year

1987 (%) 1998 (%)

State 272.1 (29%) 335.4 (26%)

Collective 660.7 (71%) 951.9 (74%)

Total 932.7 (n/a) 1287.3 (n/a)

Source: Yunnan Forestry Bureau (1999).
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and the share of collective vis-à-vis state forestland

both increased over the 1980s and early 1990s (see

Table 2). As a result, the ability of Yunnan’s collective

forests to provide a stable source of income for rural

residents will be key to the success of the province’s

economic development efforts, as well as the effec-

tiveness and sustainability of provincial and national

forestry programs.
4. Four villages in Northwest Yunnan (forest

management arrangements)

Baicai, Yangliu, Yuhu, and Xinshang are four vil-

lage committees, or administrative villages, seated in

the mountains of northwest Yunnan (see Map 1). The

four were selected for this analysis because they have

four distinct types of tenure arrangements (see Table

2), highlight complex interrelationships between

diverse management systems and resource outcomes,

and illustrate different periods in China’s forestry

reform process. Baicai manages its forests collectively

through a joint-stock plantation system, while the

majority of Yangliu’s forests have been allocated or

contracted to individual households. Both Yuhu and

Xinshang’s forests are collectively managed; Yuhu’s

forests are overseen by its administrative village,

while forests in Xinshang are under the jurisdiction

of the natural villages that comprise the administrative

village (Table 3).

The remainder of this analysis will trace the evolu-

tion and respective paths of collective forest manage-

ment in these four villages.

! In Liberalization and Logging: Yuhu and Xin-

shang, the emphasis will be on why large-scale

deforestation occurred in Yuhu and some parts of

Xinshang, but not in Xinshang’s Yulong natural

village, following forestry reforms in 1983.
! Institutional Responses: Baicai and Yuhu will

focus on why Baicai was able to craft successful

institutional adaptations in response to deteriorat-

ing environmental conditions, while Yuhu was not.

! At the close of the millennium, all four villages

underwent profound administrative and manage-

ment changes, as expanded use rights, nation-

wide village elections, and greater de jure village

autonomy were juxtaposed against centrally-

imposed forestry initiatives and greater regulation

of forests. Transition, Elections, and Transfer

examines the confluence of these seemingly

dichotomous forces.

! The final section, Forest Management Trajec-

tories: Yangliu and Baicai, looks at the roots of

current forest management arrangements in Yan-

gliu and Baicai, extending from 1985 to the pre-

sent, and what present arrangements might portend

for the future.

5. Liberalization and logging: Yuhu and Xinshang

(1983–1990)

Xinshang returned to its traditional management

system with the dismantling of the commune system

in the 1960s, restoring authority for village adminis-

tration to its natural villages. The text below will thus

further disaggregate Xinshang into two of its natural

villages—Xinshang and Yulong. In Yuhu, manage-

ment authority remained at the administrative village

level, with natural villages playing a relatively minor

role in forest management.

Against the backdrop of forestry market deregula-

tion in 1985, household allocation of forestland in

Yuhu and Xinshang natural village produced disas-

trous results. In both cases, new economic incentives

gave rise to prisoner’s dilemma scenarios and break-

downs in social order. In Yuhu, villagers ventured into

the forest to log at night, fearful that their neighbors

would cut remaining forests. Logging in Xinshang

natural village spilled into Yulong natural village,

prompting Yulong leaders’ written request to the pro-

vincial forestry bureau for intervention (Su, 2002). In

Yulong, forests were not allocated to households, with

the natural village retaining management authority.

The village’s forests remained largely intact through-

out the early reform period.



Map 1. Baicai, Yangliu, Yuhu and Xinshang village committees, Yunnan Province.
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Table 3

An overview of Baicai, Yangliu, Yuhu, and Xinshang

Administrative

village

Prefecture Collective forest

management

arrangement

Ratio of forest

to agricultural

land (mu)

Baicai Baoshan Joint-stock plantation 18,913:895

Yangliu Baoshan Responsibility hills 18,921:3300

Yuhu Lijiang Collective management,

administrative village

27,027:5420

Xinshang Lijiang Collective management,

natural village

31,320:2059

Statistics for forest and agricultural land are drawn from interviews

and official statistics.
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A bout of heavy logging was pervasive across

greater China in the initial aftermath of forest reforms.

Five years after, the country’s total stocking volume

had declined from 1931 million m3 in 1983 to 1710

million m3 in 1987 (Yin et al., 2003), with a consider-

able portion of this decline occurring in non-state

forests (Liu and Edmunds, 2003). In response, the

State Forest Administration introduced logging quotas

for each region, implemented in 1985. By that time

forests had already largely disappeared in Yuhu and

Xinshang natural village.

The wave of post-reform logging in China is often

attributed to the uncertain environment created by

frequent oscillations in forest policy beginning in

the 1950s (Liu, 2001). In Yuhu, while uncertainties

about the transience of forest policy were a motivating

factor in the clear-cutting that followed devolution,

policy shifts were embedded in a larger set of forces

that contributed to overwhelming external pressures

and an inability to respond to them (Zheng, 2002).

Yuhu did have a system of village forest rules in place

before the onset of social bedlam, but village leaders’

efforts to enforce these rules proved ineffective in lieu

of market pressures, deteriorating social capital1

among villagers, an absence of dialogue between

villagers and their leaders, and weak leadership by

village cadres (Zheng, 2002).

While subject to many of the same market pres-

sures, Yulong natural village’s ability to maintain its

forests in an environment where Yuhu’s forests were
1 The use of the term dsocial capitalT in this analysis will follow

the elegantly simple definition proposed by Woolcock and Narayan

(2000), which conceives of social capital as bthe norms and net-

works that enable people to act collectively.Q
clear-cut can be traced to conditions precisely oppo-

site those in Yuhu—historically strong social cohe-

sion within the village, a regular forum for discussing

village affairs, and solid leadership by village cadres

(Su, 2002). A factor of equal and potentially more

fundamental significance in Yulong’s ability to with-

stand market pressures was its relative wealth. Tour-

ism revenues from the natural village’s Yufeng

Temple increased steadily beginning in the early

1980s.
6. Institutional responses: Baicai and Yuhu

(1990–1998)

In Baicai and Yuhu, visible forest degradation pro-

vided an impetus for a regrouping of devolved forests

back under collective management in 1990. Deforesta-

tion triggered severe landslides in Baicai, and village

leaders mounted an information campaign to convince

villagers of the efficiency and conservation advantages

of collectively managed forests. In Yuhu, there were

simply no trees left to cut, and few villagers had

complaints as village leaders returned essentially bar-

ren land to collective management.

In the decade prior, much of Baicai’s forestland

had been allocated to households in the form of

responsibility and freehold hills. In 1990, village lea-

ders, led by the village’s Party Secretary, devised a

plan to create a joint-stock plantation forest to restore

soil and water quality and raise the efficiency of forest

management. Using group consultations to persuade

fellow villagers, the joint-stock system was carried out

with financial and technical support from the town-

ship. Despite more recent problems, the system has

been relatively successful, both in contributing to

villagers’ incomes and in restoring damaged ecosys-

tems (Schwarzwalder et al., 2001).

The recentralization of forest management in Yuhu

was not accompanied by institutional adjustments.

With neither the financial resources nor the extension

support to reforest its largely denuded hillsides, recol-

lectivized land in Yuhu remained idle throughout

much of the 1990s. In addition to the absence of

government support, passive village leadership engen-

dered passive forest management, and village leaders

made little effort to garner higher levels of support

(Zheng, 2002). Yuhu’s leaders remained in wait until
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intervention from the Forestry Bureau as part of NFPP

implementation in 1998.
7. Transition, elections, and transfer (1998–2005)

Nineteen ninety-eight marked a watershed in Chi-

na’s forest policy. Prolonged draught on the Yellow

River in 1997, coupled with severe flooding on the

Yellow and Yangtze Rivers in 1998, elevated the

importance of forest protection to a national level.

Six major forest conservation programs, including

the aforementioned NFPP, were accompanied by a

tightening of timber harvest quotas in upland areas

across the country. Yuhu and Xinshang were included

in the NFPP. Baicai and Yangliu, although not part of

the program, saw commercial timber quotas fall by

93% and 79%, respectively.2

Increased forest regulation at a central level was

paradoxically paralleled by an expansion of forest use

rights and village autonomy. A revision to the Forest

Law in 1998 officially recognized the right to sell live

stands and transfer forestland. Village elections gained

nation-wide legal standing with a revised Organic

Law of the Village Committee in 1998. Baicai, Yan-

gliu, Yuhu, and Xinshang all held initial elections in

2000. The Organic Law, while granting villages the

legal right to self-govern, also shifted village leaders’

accountability from upward–from township govern-

ments–to downward–to Village Congresses–in effect

making the Village Congress a regular forum for

discussing village affairs.

Central regulation has often gained the upper hand.

Aside from its effects on villagers’ income, described

above, evidence also suggests that increased central gov-

ernment control of forests has at times had unintended

environmental impacts (Su, 2004). In Baicai, tightened

commercial timber quotas have eroded villagers’

incentives to better manage the village’s plantation

forest. Forests need to be thinned but, as they cannot

sell the timber, villagers are unwilling to thin because of

insufficient returns to labor and the opportunity costs

vis-à-vis more lucrative off-farm employment.3
2 Based on statistics provided by the Baoshan Municipality For-

estry Bureau.
3 Interview with Party Secretary, Baicai Village, Baoshan Muni-

cipality, July 2004.
However, it is important not to suggest that cen-

trally-driven regulatory efforts have always been at

odds with local interests. Yuhu is exemplary of the

often ambiguous effects of the NFPP. NFPP implemen-

tation likely did not come soon enough to Yuhu

(Zheng, 2002), as funds and technical support flowed

into the village. More support has not translated into

improved forest management. Yuhu’s idle lands were

reforested with traditional Yunnan pine species, which,

planted in monoculture stands, are of questionable

ecological value, comparatively little market value,

and lack multi-functionality (Luo et al., 2004). Yuhu

residents’ interest in forest protection has been piqued

by its forest’s recreational values as tourism in neigh-

boring Lijiang booms, but if tourism revenues were to

subside villagers would return to clear-cutting their

forests.4
8. Forest management trajectories: Yangliu and

Baicai (1985–2004)

Yangliu and Baicai provide a glimpse onto the

peripheries that China’s collective forests might

tread in the near-to medium-term future. Yangliu

and Baicai fall on opposing ends of the collective

spectrum, with a more individualized management

approach in Yangliu and a more collective approach

in Baicai. In both cases, without government support

to make smallholder forestry more profitable, larger-

scale forestry is a natural extension; in Yangliu

through accumulated transfer of its individual plots,

and in Baicai through the sale of its forest plantation.

Yangliu’s forests were clear cut during the back-

yard furnace campaign of the late 1950s, and refor-

estation efforts did not begin until 1978. Forests

remained collectively managed until 1985, when

administrative changes meant that the village was no

longer able to pay forest guards’ salaries. This finan-

cial shortfall proved the impetus for tenure restructur-

ing, and roughly half of the village’s forestland was

parceled out to village groups, with the other half

contracted out in five plots to groups of individual

households. Formal tenure certificates were provided

to individual households in 1991, and forest manage-
4 Interviews with Village Committee Director and villagers, Yuhu

Village, Lijiang Municipality, July 2004.
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ment has changed little between then and 2003. In late

2003, however, the village approved the transfer of

one of its five contracted plots through auction to a

businessman from the neighboring city of Baoshan.

Although the decision was approved by the Village

Congress, a number of villagers were displeased with

the sale.5

Baicai’s joint-stock plantation system was the work

of largely one man—the village’s Party Secretary.

Strong leadership has greatly spurred Baicai’s eco-

nomic fortunes, with villagers’ incomes roughly dou-

bling since the early 1990s. However, with tightened

harvest quotas the plantation has largely ceased to

generate revenue. Villagers’ annual dividends fell

from as much as 30,000 to as low as 400 yuan.6

Having little incentive to better manage forests, Bai-

cai’s plantation has fallen into decline; small-diameter

pine over-crowd its forests. The Party Secretary frets

that elections will bring a new Village Committee

Director intent on selling the plantation.7
9. The future of collective forestry in Yunnan and

Southwest China

Worldwide, although its production and conserva-

tion potential is gaining increased recognition, small-

holder forestry needs explicit support to become more

effective (Scherr et al., 2004). In Southwest China, the

case of Baicai illustrates that collective forestry can

meet policymakers’ multiple objectives for produc-

tion, conservation, and social equity in upland areas,

but needs support to realize its potential. This analysis

highlights four issues fundamental to unlocking the

potential of collective forestry: policy backing, for-

estry approach, village institutions, and multi-scale

governance.

9.1. Policy backing

Forest Management Trajectories suggests a future

in which collectively owned and managed forests are

consolidated as part of larger-scale holdings leased to
6 Interview with Party Secretary, Baicai Village, Baoshan Muni-

cipality, July 2004.
7 Ibid.

5 Interviews with Village Committee leaders and village house-

holds, Yangliu Village, Baoshan Municipality, July 2004.
and managed by village outsiders. Such a consolida-

tion would not occur because collective, smallholder

forestry cannot be profitable, nor because larger plots

necessarily provide higher levels of environmental

services. Rather, it would occur because the potential

of collective forestry is being held back by regulation,

poor extension and marketing support, and deficien-

cies in village institutions. An explicit policy commit-

ment to support and develop smallholder forestry

would be a first step toward securing a continued

role for collective forestry.

9.2. Forestry approach

As described in Transition, Elections, and Transfer,

the effects of centrally-inspired forest regulation have

not always run counter to village interests. Similarly,

the difficulties faced by village-level forestry are not

always found in policy debates over greater local

autonomy vis-à-vis stricter government oversight.

Forest agencies’ more insidious influence often

derives from the quality of their extension services

rather than subsequent harvest controls. Without ade-

quate training and skills, forestry bureaus’ and village

communities’ interests, although deeply interdepen-

dent, are difficult to align.

Fundamentally, autonomous collective forestry in

Southwest China requires better extension and mar-

keting support to be more economically viable and

ecologically effective. More appropriately supported

smallholder forest management could render both

harvest controls and national forest conservation

programs unnecessary. Such support entails: provid-

ing adequate financing to forestry bureaus, improv-

ing staff capacity and management, changing the

ways in which staff and departments are evaluated,

and fostering villagers’ diversified dependence on

forests.

9.3. Village institutions

Institutional Response outlines how well-func-

tioning village institutions form a cornerstone for

more effective, adaptive collective forest manage-

ment. Despite the potential of village democracy

to bring transparency and accountability to grass-

roots administration, village institutions are still

immature and village self-governance remains an
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ideal. In some areas of Yunnan, for instance, village

elections are puppeteered by township governments.

In others, lack of clarity over the roles and respon-

sibilities of the unelected village Party Secretary, the

elected Village Committee Director, and unelected

local government agencies weakens the link

between elections and accountability. In response

to electoral problems, villagers are often reticent to

take a more active role in village affairs (Su and

Kahrl, in press).

The linkages between local institutions and govern-

ance and forest restoration, conservation, production,

marketing, and equity have often been overlooked in

policy debates in China. Village democracy was

devised primarily as a means to ensure stability in

rural areas (Choate, 1997), but its capacity to make

resource use more efficient, effective, and fair is

seldom noted. In fact, local institutions, natural

resource management, and market access are often

intertwined. For instance, village producer and mar-

keting organizations for forest products, largely

absent in China but important for raising the effi-

ciency of smallholder forestry (Scherr et al., 2004),

might evolve organically from village institutions.

How market access is structured via these groups

would determine incentives for longer-term land

stewardship.

9.4. Multi-scale governance

Liberalization and Logging illustrates how shifting

the relationship between forestry agencies and villages

from dcontrolT to dsupportT will be key to creating a

viable system of smallholder forestry in Southwest

China. One mechanism of control, the harvest quota

system, demonstrates the shortcomings of current

approaches to forest management. Annual quotas are

widely recognized to be ineffective in regulating log-

ging in China (Xu, 2002), as the system is not tied to

production cycles or adapted villagers’ livelihood

needs (Zhang et al., 2005). Nor is the system linked

to conservation objectives, precluding an understand-

ing of the relationships between ecological metrics

(e.g., soil erosion), plot-based performance (e.g., tree

cover), and the policy tool (i.e., quotas), and the design

of incentive systems based on these relationships.

How to combine local autonomy with enforceable

environmental standards remains the fundamental
institutional challenge for forest management in

China. Continued difficulties with implementing cen-

trally driven regulatory programs, such as the NFPP

and harvest quota system, raise an important ques-

tion: Why has the State Forest Administration not

shown a greater aptitude for learning from and

improving on past efforts? The six conservation

programs initiated in 1998 were only the most recent

in a long series of conservation initiatives that

arrived with great fanfare but quietly passed into

history. Repeated program deficiencies are inherent

in their design and their insular design processes,

both characteristic of more recent programs (Zuo,

2002a,b). Making use of participatory tools and feed-

back mechanisms in national-level programs would

be an initial step in the transition from control to

support at local levels.
10. Adding social and human capital to policy

debates

A more pragmatic analytical and more effective

operational approach to rural development requires a

shift from a singular emphasis on de jure rights and

rules to a greater stress on de facto capabilities and

relationships. This shift does not diminish the impor-

tance of functioning legal, policy, and administrative

frameworks; rather it is grounded in the realization

that formal rights and rules are among many factors

that shape local power relations and resource out-

comes (Ribot and Peluso, 2003).

In China, an over-emphasis on policy certainty as

the sine qua non of more sustainable village forestry

neglects the considerable role that extra-legal factors

play in forest management. Two of these factors,

human and social capital, are indispensable in

explaining two enigmatic responses in China’s

post-reform period: (1) why did some villages cut

their forests in the wake of forest policy reforms

while others did not, and similarly (2) of villages

that were subject to heavy logging, why were some

able to adapt their forest management institutions

while others were not. Although policy uncertainties

provide a persuasive explanation for many cases of

post-reform logging, the ability to enforce village

rules, maintain social norms, and gain access to

resources, along with general economic conditions,
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are more convincing in accounting for restraint and

adaptation.

Social and human capital are often interlinked.

Social capital is not simply restricted to bbonding,Q or
relations within groups, but also comprises bbridgingQ
and blinkingQ social capital, or relations between

groups (Woolcock and Narayan, 2000). Moreover, at

a village level social capital does not simply consist

of an ability to get along, but also involves vil-

lages’ ability to access people and resources at

higher levels of government, or bpolitical capitalQ
(Birner and Wittmer, 2000). As argued here, the

multiple facets of bonding, bridging, and linking

have implications for human capital as a crucial

determinant in the development of social capital,

with a focus on leadership in the text. How to create

and maintain village-level social capital is similarly

bound up in questions of how to create and maintain

leadership.

Recent scholarship (e.g., Grootaert, 1998; Carroll,

2001) argues that governments and other external

groups can invest in certain forms of local-level social

capital. How to effectively make such investments is

less clear (Woolcock, 2003). The histories of Baicai

and Xinshang, described here, suggest that leadership

can be a more proximate factor in creating village-

level social capital than formal democratic institutions

themselves. Conversely, when leadership is absent,

electoral mechanisms may be one tool for external

agencies to foster leadership.

Institutional reform, long recognized as a founda-

tion for community forestry, encompasses both long-

term systemic and short-term human-centered ele-

ments. Although formal rights and rules will play

an increasingly important function in rural areas in

the developing world, the transition from systems of

government based on centralized administration and

policy directives to more decentralized models gov-

erned by regulatory adjustments and the rule of law

entails a long, iterative process. An over-emphasis

on protecting legal rights and powers, for which

there may be no enforcement in the near- to med-

ium-term future, can spell an under-emphasis on

investing in people and relationships as a means to

strengthen community forestry regimes. Investments

in these more informal components can and should

be linked to the process of building more formal

institutions.
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